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                              Introduction

   The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion of generalized

tangent of a curve r given by g : I--÷ M, where M is an n-dimensional Paraco-
mpact topological manifo!d with a (fixed) metric p. Here p is assumed to satisfy

(*). 11f' p (xi, x2)$1, then there exists unique curve r of M which joins xi and x2

    and

            I,P = p(xi, x,).

(For the existence of such metric, see [4]). In the rest, we set

            S. -= {ylp(x, y)-1}. ,                                                                    '
By assurnption, S. is homeomorphic to S'i"i, the unit (n-1)-sphere. Then the

generalized tangent of r at a =:= g(O) is defined to be a positive Radon measure on

S. and we show that for any positive RadoR measure E on S., there existsa

curve r on M whose generalized tangent at a is g (g3, theorem 3).

   More Precisely, to define the generalized tangent of r, first we introduce the

notion of g(S""')-smooth function at a, where Y-(S'i-i) is a (fixed) function space

on S"-i such as C(S"-i), LP(S""i) (the measure on S't-i is the standard volume
                           velement, that is given by=ixidxi <cf. [5], [11]>) or (if M is smooth or real analytic)

Coo(S""i) or Ctu(S""i), as follows : A fttnction f defined on some neig)lzborhood of a is

called to be ..E-<S"-i)-smooth iffis turitten as .'.
                                                             '                                                                  tt            f(x) == f(a)+g(e.,.)p(a, x) -I- o(p(a, x)), p(a, x)<1, '
                                                                     '
and gCy) belongs in Yr(S.). Here e.,,. means the Point y on S. such that

            xGr                a, YJ
                                                      'where r.,, is the curve of M which joins a and y and lr.,,p= 1, and,.f(S.) means

the junctton sPace on S. del"ined similarly as (using the measure.induced, from p (ci



[3], [4]))-(S,i-i).

    Then the generalized tangent of r at a is defined to be the elemente of f'

(S.), the dual space of Me(S.) which is determined by

             <6, g>-ilmr.6 -l [i,zi-m,. Ill{f(pct)) T f(a)}dt],

where r is given by p:I-M and p is assumed to satisfy

(i) p(O)=a, p(t)4a, ift:O,
(ii) p(a, p(t))-o(t),

f is an .StTt (Sn"t)-smooth function a't a and gE.Sl7'(S.) is given by

            g( Y) -le'2-n,d -l (f(r.,., ,) - f(a)),

where r.,y,, is given by

             r., y,t E r., rv, p(a, r., y, t) = t.

We denote g by d,f or, d,f(a)or d,, aL

    We note that this definition of the generalized tangent depends on the choice

of parameter t of r(cf. nOll of g3).

    If yr(S""i) is taken to be C(S'i'i), the Banach space consisted by the continuous

functions on S'i-i with the uniform convergence topology, then C*(S'Z-i) is the

space of Radon measures on S"'i(cf. [18]), and we can show that an element of

C"(S.) is expressed as a generalized tangent at a of a curve if and only if it is

positive, that is <8, g> ;lilO if g(y);ll.)O on S.. For example, the Dirac measure

on S. is expressed as the generalized tangent at a of a curve r which is smooth

at a. Here a curve r given by p:I-M, p(O)=a, is called smooth at a if lim.

t--o Ea,opt exists. The problem to characterize the element of Ceo*(S"-i), the space

of distributions on S"-i or Cto*<S"-i), the space of analytic functionals on S"-i,

which is expressed as the generalized tangent of some curve, remains open.

    We note that although the o. N. -basis of L2(S""i) is given by spherical harmo-

nics (cf. [5], [11]), a smooth function at a only represents a spherical function of

degree 1. Hence, since the usual tangent of a smooth curve is defined only by

using smooth functions, the usual tangents of smooth curves corresponds only this

part of L2(S""). But the above result shows, if we use the L2(S"mi)-smooth func-

tions, the generalized tangents covers the positive part of L2(S'i-i).

    As in the case of usual tangent'vectors (cf. [6], [13]), to set

             eep(f) - igmr,6 -i, [iue6 li-}-{f(g(t)) - f(a)}dt],

where f is ,--S"'i)-smooth at a, we have
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G) eeg(afi + Pk) - cteep( fi) + Peep( fe),

(ii) ee,(flt]li) = ACa)ee,(h) + .iCli(a)eeg(A),

and we also have

(iii) ee,(f) =- O if 1rtx) - f<a)1 - o(p(a, x)),

(iv) ee,(f);O if dpf ll: O.

   On the other hand, if the map ee from the space of g(S"-i)-smooth functions

at a to R, the real number field, satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii), then ee is written as

            f = <g, d,fla)>,

by some g EL9'"(S.). Hence if ee also satisfies (iv), ee is written as eep by some

    op : I.M. In sorne part, the globalization of these discussions are possible.

To do this, first we constract the associate Y`Tr(S'i-i)-bundle of the tangent micro-

bundle of M, which is denoted by .Ydi- (s(M)) and its dual bundle, which is denoted

by .9r*(s(M)) (gl). (cf.[1], [9], [12]).

    Next, we set

                          1            dpf(X, Y)= l2-M,･ 7(f<rx,y, t) - f(x)), y E Sx.

If dpf(x) is a continuous cross-section of g<s(M>>, then we call f is ya<S"-'i)-

smooth on M (for n=1, cf. [7], [8], [IO]). We can show that the space of Ye

(S"-i)-smooth functions on M (denoted by Cfa(s.rri)(M) is dense in C(M) or in LPi..

(M) (g2, theorem 1). (The measure on M by which LP(M) or LPi.,(M) is defined,

is that of indttced from p (cf. [3], [4])). Then a linear operator X of C(M) which

satisfies the following <i>, (ii>, <iii) is called an Y-<S"-i)-vector field on M.

(i). X isaclosed oPerator from Cy-(s.-,)(M) into C(M).

(ii). (Xf)(a)=O, iflf(x)-fla)]:::: o(p(a, x)) at a.

(iii). X(flh)-AX(h)+as(A).
    We show that if X is an Yd(S"-')-vector field on M, then X is written as

            Xf(x) == <g(x), d,f(x)>, x E M,

where 4 is a continuous cross-section of Yr*(s(M)) cg2, tlaeorem 2). Therefore,

as usual vec'tor field, we may identify X and a continuous cross-section of 3-i-'k

(s(M)). But an ./f-<S'i")-vector field X does not generate a 1-parameter group

germ of M in general. For example, the theorem of Hille-Yosida shows that if

M is compact and simply connected, the C(S"-')-vector field X corresponds to the

cross-section m of C*(s(M)) given by m == m(x), m(x) is the cannonical measure on
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S. defined from the metric, does not generate any (equi-continuous) 1-parameter

semi group of C(M) or LP(M) (g2, exemple). (cf.[17], [18]). We note since m(x) is

positive, there exists a curve r=r. for any x, such that r. starts fromxand

whose generalized tangent at x is m(x) (cf. g3, exemple 2), if n=2, r. is given

by rO = l.

   As usual vector field, if X, Y are ,--S"'i)-vector fields such that theire com-

positions XY and YX are both possible, then

            [X, Y] =XY- YX

is also an .sJti'(S"pmi)-vector field of M. But the composition of , 'ZS'i-i)-vector fields

may not be possible in general.

                                     "p -..
   In g1, we also construct associate .9'(S"-i×････ny･xS'i-i)-bundle of the tangent

microbundle of M. It is denoted by .Si- (sP(M)). We denote by AY'(sP(M)) the

subbundle of .stf'<sPcM)) whose fibre is consisted by those functions f(yi, ny･････, yp),

yi E S"-i, of .SZ(S""i×･････-xS""i) such that

            f<Y.a), ･･････, Y.(b))=sgn(o)f(Yi, ･･････, yp), aGrP.

The cross-sections of these bundles are considered to be reductions of Alexander-

Spanier cochains (cf. [1], [3], [14], [15]).

   For the cross-sections of f(sP(M)) and A,yN(sP(M)), we define the maps d,

and Ad, by

            d,f(x, yb ･･････, yp,,)

            ==l,ilft6l[f(r;u,n,t, y2, ･･････, yf,+i)-f(x, y2, -･････, yp,i),

            Ad,f(x, yb ･･････, Yp+i)

                                                          '            ==p-iF itLtl(-i)"'[iszzd-l(f(rx,y,it, yi, ･･････, yi,i, ･･････, yp+i)-

                          .1`k[C, Yl, ･･････, Yi.1, Yi,1, ･ny･･･b, Yp+1))]･

We call f is .91(S"-i)-smooth if d,f (or Adnf) defines a continuous cross-section of

..yl-<sP"(M)) (or A..sT<sP"(M))). We note that to define
S,f(X, Yi, ''････, yp) by

              i,f(", Yi, '''''', Yp)

                            '
            :=Lf(x, sx,xi, '''''', Ex,xp)p(x, xi)･･･`･･p(x, xp),

where r is a singular P-chain of M and the right hand side is the integration of
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Alexander-Spanier cochain defined in [3], i,f is exists if f is ..Et17(S"-i)-smooth

and r is given by g: IP-M where g satisfies

             p(op(af+ii), g(af)) $.N)aj'i+i - aj'iI,

            aJ =(al･1, -....., aip), a.T+li :=: (ai" .･..i.t aJ･i"1, aj'i.1, aii.1, .t.-.., aj'p),

for some N>O. Since Ad,(Ad,f) L' O if Ad,f is ,..qS'iHi)-smooth, we can obtain

the analogy of de Rham's theorem by using the cross-sections of A..S-(sP(M)) and

the Cech cohomology group of M. But the above shows that the analogy of de

Rham's theorem is a!so obtained by using the singttlar homology group of M (cf.

[15], [16]).

    We note that if M=R!, the 1-dimensional euclidean space with the euclidean

metric, then

            d,f(x) == (D.f(x), D-f(x)),

where D. and D- mean the right hand side and the left hand side derivations of

f and the (fibre of .E;/7t'(s(iti)) is ReR. We know that f is smooth if and only if

D,f =:: D-f at any point of Ri, that is dpf defines a cross-section of the subbundle

of .SM(s(Ri)) whose fibre is the diagonal of R OR.

    To generalize this, first we assume the metric p of M satisfies ("). if p(xi

,x2) l;{2, then there is uniqtte Path r tvhich joins xi and x2 and

             Lp r- p(xi, x2).

Uncler this assumption, for any yES., there exists unique point ) of S. such

that

             p(y, &) -= 2.

We denote the quotient space of S., obtained by identifying N and y by P.. By

definition, P. is homeomorphic to RP"-i, the (fz - 1)-dimensional real projective

space.

    For this Pm if f is .tfJ"(S"-t)-smooth at x and

                   A             d,f(x, y)=d,f(x, y),

for any yGS., then d,f may be considered to be an element of .S,J-(P.), I{ere

LS7V<P.) is defined similarly as .s-(S..) and it is also considered to be a subspace of

..E;7r(S.) given by

             .'-P.･) - {glg E .`-S,,), g(y) -= g(&)}.

Since .taP.･) is isomorphic to .`-RP"H'), we call f to be .s7-(RP"-i)-smooth in

this case. If M is R'i, the n-dimensional euclidean space with the euclidean



metric, then f is M(S"+i)-smooth at x if and only if f is one-sided differentiable

at x along any line which ends at x and f is M(reP"-i)-smooth at x if and only

if f is differentiable a't x along any line which through x.

                                                            .T-p-
    Since the tatal spaces of s(M) and sP(M), the associate S"-i and S'i-i×･･････×S"-i

bundles of the tangent microbundle of M are given by

             s(M)={(x, y)1,o(x, y) =:: 1, xEM, (x, y)EM×M,
             sP(M)={(x, y,, ･････-, yp)ip(x, yi) :: 1, i=1, ･･････, P, xEM,

                                                      .Tb--"
                                  (x, y. ･･････, yp)EMxMx･-････xM},

                                               .rb -
we can construct the associate RP'i-i-bundle and RP'i-i ×･･････× KP'iHi-bundle of

T(M), the tangent microbundle of M, by taking s(M)1-v and sP(M)1-- to be the tatal
                                                           b
spaces. Here the equivalence relations rv or -x- are given by
                                        p

             (sc, y)--<x', y') if and only if x == x' and p(y, y') == 2.

             (X, Yb '''''', YP)N(X', Yl', '''''･, Y),'),

                           p
             if and only if x :=: x, and p(yi, yi') == 2, i= 1, ･･････, P,

where p is assumed to satisfy (")'. Then using s(M)f-- and sP(M)1--, we can
                                                                p
                                          rp-----T
construct associate .Y'7M(RP'i-i)-bundle ancl .s/17'(RP"-i× ･･････ ×RP'i-i)-bundle of T(M).

They are denoted by ..S7- (s(M)1--) and ,.9T(sP(M)1--). We note that since we have
                                           p
                                    v            L/7 (S"-i) == .S7-(RPti-i) e LE-(RPn-i),

                                        v                                  AA            Ls-(RP'i-') -= -[glg(N) - g(y)}, ,.E-(ltP'Z-i) - {glg(y) - -g(y)},

we may consider .s-(s(M)1 --) and Ls`h"(sP(M)! t-) are the subbundles of ..s7-(s(M))
                                          b
and Lsr>4 (sP(M)) and can be considered to be direct summands of them.

   We note that using Y-(RP"-i)-smooth functions and the bundles y"(s(M)1--),

,ycT(sP(M)1 -) and Ag(sP(M)/ --) (AYe(sP(M)1 --) is defined similarly as others),

we can construct same theories as above.

   Similarly, if M= C, the complex number plane with the euclidean metric,

f a holomorphic function, then

                        df
                           (a).             d,f(a, y)=
                        dz

This suggests that if dim.M == 2m, then the condition

(;k*), there exists associate CPM-i-bundle of T(M),

may have some meaning for M.

   The outline of this paper is as follows: In gl, we define the bundles
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                                                                  '
LS-(s)M)), LS7(sP(M)) and Ag(sP(M)) and treat their properties. In g2, we define

Lf(S"mi)-smooth functions and Lf(S'i-i)-vector fields. The generalized tangents

of curves ant their properties are stated in g 3.

   Aclded in Proof1 In K'i with the euctidean metric, d,fmay be considered (one-

sided) Gateaux's differential Vf. Here Gateaux's differential V)r(xo, h) is defined

by

                       . f(xo + th) - f(xo)
            VllC(xo, h)=ler-2,. t ,hGM2,

where f is a map from a Banach space Mi to a Banach space M2. For the details

and related notions with their applications, see Burysek, S. : On symmetric G-

di.flferential and convex fttnctionals in Banach sPaces, Publ. Math., (Debrecen),

17, 1970, 145-161).

                   g1. Bundles ycr(s(1lf)) and ..SZ-(s'(M)).

   1. We denote by M an n-dimensional connected paracompact topological

manifold. On M, we fix a metric p by which the topology of M is given, and

assume p satisfies the following (i), (ii), (iii) (For the existence of such metric,

see [4]).

(i). IllC p(xi, x2)$1, then there exists unique Path r which joins xi and x2 and

            l,P=P(Xi, x2).

(ii). M is comPlete with resPect to p.

(iii). The measure m(p) induced from p on M is a Positive Radon measure and

   satisfies

     m(p)(E) ; O, ij' E is measurable and containes some reon emPty oPen sel.

   For xEM, we set

            S. = {y(N E M, p(x, y) = 1}.

Since dim.M=n, S. is homeomorphic to S"-i, the unit (n-1)-sphere (cf. [4]).

We assume that for any x, p induces a metric p. on S. which is given by

            pa'(Ni' Y2) = irn,f'r joires 3,, and Jy2 in s. LP'

The measure on S. induced from p. (cf.[3]) is denoted by m=m(x). For this

m(x), we assume (cf. [4])

(i). A Bcrel set of S. is m(x)-measurable and if E is nz(x) measurable and contains

  some non-emPty oPen set of S., then

            m(x) (E) gth O.
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    '
(ii). m(x) dePends continuously on x.

   Since S. is compact, m(x)(S.) is finite. Hence, for the simplicity, we norma-

lize m(x) to satisfy m(x)(S.) == 1.

   Note. If M is a srnooth manifold, p is the geodesic distance defined by a

(complete) Riemannian metric on M, then m(x) depends differentiably on x.

    InM×M we set             '

(1) s(M) :- {(x, y)lxEM, p(x, y) ==: 1]･.

We define rc: s(M)-M by T(x, y) :=: x. Then {s(M), rr, M} i's the associate unit

sphere bundle of the tangent microbundle of M(cf. [1], [9], [12]), We denote

the transition function of s(M) by {guu(x)} if we consider the fidre of s(M) at x

to be S.. We note that if we consider the fibre of s(M) at x to be the measure

space (S., m.), then the transition function of s(M) should be replaced by ･[(guv(x),

mu(x)(guv(x)"mv(x))-i)]-, where mu(x) is given by

            m(x)(E) = lh., .(E) mu(x)d9.

Here hu,. is the local homeomorphisni from rr-'(U) to U×S"-i aRd d9 is the
standard measure on S"-i,

    We'denote by .S-t S"Hi) a function space over S'i'i. In the rest, (S'i-i) means

either of C(S"'i) or LP(S"-i), 1;:E{Psgoc, regarding them to be Banach spaces.

Here LP(S'i-') is defined by d9. (If M is smooth, or real analytic, then Coo(S"-i),

or C"'(S'i-i), is also taken as (S't-i)). Then by identifying U× C(S'i-i) E (x, f(y)) and

(x, f(guv(x)y)) E Vx C(S"-i), xE Uf) Z we obtain the associate C(S'i-i)-bundle of

s(M). It is denoted by C(s(M)). Since C(s(M)) is a vector bundle over M with the

fibre C(S"Hi), its dual bundle C"(s(M)) is defined. C"(s(M)) is a vector bundle over

M with the fibre C"(S'i-i), where C'k(S'i-i) is the space of Radon measures oR S'iu'.

    Lentma 1. Regnrding m(x) to be a fttnction on M, m(x) is a cross-sectton of

C;k(s(M)).

 , CorQItary. Ide have

(2) mu(x)(guv(x):km.(x))-i=1.

    By this corollary, although ..Sl(S"-i) is LP(S'i-'), we can construct the asso-

ciate ,ye(Sn-i)-bundle of s(M) by identifying Ux.g(S"-`)ii)(x, f(y)) and (x, guv(x)"

f(y))GVx.Y'(S"-'), xGUft Vl This bundle is denoted by ,.9e-(s(M)). The dual

bundle of .S-(s(M)) is denoted by .9'-":k(s(M)). By definftjon, the fibre of .g'b"(s(M))

is Lsek '(S'i-'), the dual space of ..pt(S'i"'). We denote the fibre of ,..s-(s(M)) (and

..9"(s(M))) at x by L9(S.) (and .q'(S.)).

    Pefinition. An element of ..yft- "(S..) is called an .'--i (S"-i)-vector at x.
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   Note. If we regard S. to be a measure space (S., k(x)), and define LP(S.) by

le(x), then to define Ku(x) similarly as mu(x), we obtain the associate LP(S"-')-bundle

of s(M) by identifying U× LP(S"-') Ei) (x, f(y)) and (x, [ku(x) (guv(x)"kv(x))-'IP

guv(x)"f(y)) E V × LP(S'i"i),x E Un V.

              ------p -
   2. InM×M×･･･`･･×M, weset

(1)' sP(M)={(x, yi, ･･････, y,)lxGM, p(x, bl,) :::: 1, i=1, ･･････, P]･.

To define rt: sP(M)-M by z(x, yb ･･････, y,)=x, {sP(M), rr, M} is associate

r---------- pT
S"-i ×･･････× S"-i-bundle over M. If the fibre of s(M)at x is considered to be the

measure space (S., m(x)), then we consider the fibre of sP(M) atxto be the

measure space (S.× -･････ ×S., m(x)･(g)･･････(g)m(x)). The transition functions {guv(x)]- ==

{guvP(x)} of sP(M) is given by

            guvP(x)(yi, ･･-･-･, yp) =(guv(x)yt, ･･････, .cruv(x)yp),

where guv(x) in the right hand side is the transition function of s(M).

                          p
    7Ve denote by .s-)2, (S"-ix･･:･･･xS"-i) or LS'k'P(S"-i) the function space over S'i-t

 (ny･････xS"-i which is of the same type with .s-(S"-i). That is .fP(S"'i) means
                                                s
either of C(S'i-i×･･････×S"'"i) or LP(S'i-i×･･････×S"-i) with the measure m(x)op･･････

Dm(x) in general and Coa(S""i×･-･･-･×S't-i) or Cm(S"'i×･･････×S""`) is also considered
                                                  .--- p
if M is smooth or real analytic. By assumption, .s-(S"-')(El)-･･i･-(Eg),..EJJJum<S""i) is clense

in .Y-(S'iJl×......xS,i-1).

   As .s"!i (s(M)), we construct the associate .9-P(S'!-i)-bundle of sP(M). It is

denoted by .s'JJI (sP(M)). The dual bundle of ,9-(sP(M)) is denot･"wd by .S-"(sP(M)).

The fibres of .y- (sP(M)) and .S-"(sP(M)) at x are d･enoted by ,9'-(S.,×･････-xS..) or

..sfi, -4 P(S.) and ,9"(S.×･･････xS.) or .S-P"(S.).

   Definition. An element of ,.v-P'"(S.) is called an .c-(S"-i)-P-vector at x.

   For any f(ii.t7tZvrP(S"-i) and a E rP, we set

(3) O(f)(Yi, '''''', Yp)=.1(KYa(rtL), '''''', Ya(p)), YiES'Pi.

Then, since .g7(S"-') op･･････(Eg) ..9'-(S"-') is dense in LsO, '4 P(S"Ji), a is continuous.

Therefore, setting

            A.s)rij'P(S"-i) ::= {flfE.!-P(S"-i), a(f) - sgn(a)f},

A.s-P(S"-i) is a closed subspace of .yftP(S"-'). Since o'i;, the adjoint operator of ff,

is a-i we have
     ,

            (A..fP(S""i))'k = A..s-P*(S""i).

As we 1<now
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              a(f(guv(x)yi, ･･････, guv(x)yp))

            =f<gvv(X)Y.i, '``''', guv(X)Y.p), fe L2f!k7diP(S'i-i),

we obtain an AyeP(S"Hi)-bundle over M to be a sttbbundle of y'7P(s(M)). This

bundle is denoted by ALs'T,4 (sP(M>). Its dual bundle is denoted by AMM*<sP<M)).

The fibres of A.tr(sP(M)) and Ayr"(sP(M)) are denoted by ALs",i"4 iP(S.) and A.S6di-'P"

(Sa,)'

   Note. Similarly, to set

            S.S-P(S'iHi)-{flfE y{TP(S"-i), a(f) .. f},

we can define an SL9Nf P(S"-`)-bundle S.E'/7(sP(M)) to be a subbundle of Lsr), (sP(M)).

Its dual bundle is denoted by S,s7"(sP(M)). The fibres of S.S-(sP(M)) and SLpt*

(sP(M)) at x are denoted by S,.Sij-' P(S.) and SMVP'(S.).

   Definition. A (continuotts) cross-section g of y"(sP(M)) is called a (continuous)

.s7- (S"-i)-P-cochain of M. JLf' g is a cross-section of A.Ed;1de (sP(M)), then g,is called

an y"(S"-i)-P-form of M.

   Definition. A (continuous) cross-section of y-"(sP(M)) is called an y4(S"-i)-p-

vectorfield of M.

   In general, we call an element of .se,b P(S.)op.S-g*(S.) to be an .pt(S"-i)-(P, q)

-tensor at x and a continuous cross-section of Y-(sP(M)) (E9 .s-*(sq(M)) to be an

.s-(S"'"i)-(P, q)-tensorfield of M.

   If M is smooth (or real analytic), then .S-(sP(M)) and .sa)4 '(sg(M)) allow the

structure of smooth (or real analytic) vector bundles. Hence we can define smooth

(or real analytic) LE7(S'i"i)-P-cochain, etc..

   3. We denote by r.,. the unique curve which joinsx and y, yES. and
satisfies

            L'x, vp =: i- . ,
Then for any a, O.<..a.<..1, there exists unique point z in r.,, such that p(x, 2)

=a. We denote this z by r.,y,a.

    On the other hand, if p(x, 2)<1, then there exists unique point y of S.,

such that zEir.,y, Or, in other word, x,2 determines a point y of S.. We denote

this y by e.,..

    By definition, if p(x, z)<1, then

(4) rx, sx, xJ p(x, a) =a.

    For an Lq(S""i)-P-cochain g= q(x, yi, ･･････, yp) of M, we set

(5) fa(x, xb ･････-, xp)
            =9(X, ex,xl, ･･････, ex,xp)p(X, Xl),--p(x, xp),
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              xi EI M, p(x, xi)<1, i=1, L-････, p.

Then ip defines an Alexander-Spanier P-cochain of M, By definition, if g is an

..9(S"Hi)-P-form, then ip is alternative in xi, ･･････, xp.

   Definition. 117C r is a singular P-chain of M, then we define the integration
f,9 Of 9, an .E7-(S"-i)-P-cochain of M on r by

(6) Lq:==Ldi･

Uere the rigJzt hand side means the integral of the Alexander-SPanier cochain ip on

r ([3]).

   By the definition of the integral (cf. [3])), if g is a C(S""i)-P-cochain and r

is given by f: IP-M where f satisfies

(7) p(f(aJ+ii), f(aJ));$INiaii+i-aiil,
            af+li=(ail, ･････,, aiil, aii+1, aj'i.1, ････-･, ai.), af=(aj'1, ･････-, aj'.),

for some N<O, then g is absolutely integrable on r. In fact, since S'i-i and r

both compact, to set

            K=max. (max. Ig(x, yb ･･････, yp)1),

                           ×Sx                xEr ryiESX･･････

K is finite, and for any partition A of L we have

             l=1¢9(f(af), f(ai+i), ･･･i･･, f(al+i,))l
              1

            51 KIVP(=Iaj,+i - ai,1･･････1aip+i - aip1)$KNP,

                   J
            d is given by O =L- a. <ai <････-･< a. < 1,

which shows the absolute integrability of ip on r.

   Note, This is also true if g is an M(S'i"i)-P-cochain and it seems to be true

for Lg(S"-i)-P-cochains if we change the definition of the integral of Alexander-

Spanier cochains to the Lebesgue type.

   Definition. For an .s-(S"-i)-P-cochain g =: g(x, yi, ･･-･･･, yp) of M, we define

(8) dpg(x, yi, ･･････, yp.])

        ,1     =IZZZf6-bi'(9(rx,yi,a, Y2, '''･･･, Yp+i)- op(x, y2, ･･････, yp.i)).

   By definition, if dpva(x, yi, ･･････, yp+i> exists as an element of .gP(S.) forany

x and continuous in x, then d,op is an ,S-(S'i-i) -(P+ 1)-cochain of M.

   Definition. A" ..9-r(S"-i)-P-cochain g is called L9(S"-i)-smooth if d,g is a (con-
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tinuous) Ls;"h' (S'i-i) - (P + 1)-cochain of M,

    In general we befine d,Mp dy

            dpMop == dp(dpMH19),

and call op to be ,s7- (S'i-')-in-smooth if d,Mg is a (continuous) LE7/ (S""')-(P÷m)-

cochain of M. If g is ..y"' (S"-i)-smooth for all m, then we call g to be yH(S"-i)

･ - oo - smooth.

    Definition. For an ..E,-o (S"-')-P-formp=g(x, yi, -･････, yp) of M, we define

(s)' Adpg(x, yi, ･-････, yp+D .
            =pii[tAt.)i(-i)i'i(/t'tzdm}(g(rx,yi,a, yb ･･････, yi--i, yi+b -･････, yp,i)-

                          -gD(v, :yi, ･･････, yi-.b yi,i, ･･････, Yp+t))]･

    By definition, if g is .Y-(S"-i)-smooth, then Ad,pa is an L9'(S"-i)-(P+1)-form

and if pa is ..Y-(S""i)-3-smooth, then

(g)t Ad,(Ad,g) := O,
                                               '
    By (9)', denoting CP(M, g(S"-i)) the space of ,sT<S""i)-oo-smooth Lsc>iipr(S"-i)-

P-forms on M, {=pieCP(M, .-(S'i-i)), Ad,g} is a differential complex andwe can

show the analogy of de Rham's theorem. Because we know

          '(9)t Ad'X,'

g=6di,

where 6 is the cobouRdary homomorphism in the Alexander-Spanier cochain. By

(10) .la,sD ::= JrAdpgo,

if g is an ..f(S'i-i)-P-form (cf. [3]).

   Note. By (10), we have especially

            frdpf=.[rdpf; if r and r' start from same Point and end at same point.

Because for a function .L we have

            Adpf == dp i ' '

Therefore, we may write l:dpf if p(a, x) ls small and we obtain

(10)' .[:dbf =- f(x) - f(a),
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                      g2. Generalized vector fields.

   4. Definition. A fttnction f on some neighborhood of x is called to be .9-'(S'int)-

smooth at x if (d,,.f)(N) =: d,f(x, y), x is fixed, defines a function of .Y)(S.).

   By definition, we have

   Lemma 2, f is f(S""i)-smooth at a if and only if f is written as

(11) f(x)=f(a)+g(E.,.)p(a, x) -F- o(p(a, x)),

where x belongs in U(a), a neighborhood of a and g(y) is an element of ,9-(S.).

   For example, if M=: R't, n-dimensional euclidean space, p is the 'euclidean

metric of R" and f is smooth at a, then f is written as

                           ef(a)            f(x) - f(a) + ( =                               (xi - ai)IMx - al DRx - aM -I-- o(l Ix -al D,
                         i oxi

where==(xb -･････, x.), a == (ai, ･-･`･･, a.) and Hxl1=･ V=ixi". Then since g(y)==:Xi

ef(a) y,, y==(yi, t･････, y.), 1lyl1== 1, belongs for any ./f(S"'i), f is M-(S"-i)-

 eXi
smooth at a for any ,9- (S'i"i).

   Definition, A junction f on some neighborhood of x is cazaed to be .sJd' '(S'i"i)-

m-smooth at x if

            (dp,.Mf)(Yi, '''''', Y,n)=dp"'f(X, Yi, '''''', Y,n), X iS fiXed,

defines a .fttnction of M(S.). lyC f is ,s7-(S"-i)-m-smooth at x for any m, lhen we call

f is ,9'(S"-i)-oo-smooth at x.

   For example, if M= Rn, p is the euclidean metric of R'i and f is of class CM

at a, then f is g(S"-i)-m-smooth at a for any ,.f(S't-'). In fact, in this case,

we get

              (d,,.Mf)(yi, '''''', Ym)

            == .'T. ,i,IIill].rm. ,,,,i.l,'It.f4.iZg.,. yi･ii'''''' jym･im･

              Yi=( Yi, i, '''''', Yi, n), l IYi l I = 1, i = 1, ･･････, 7n.

   We denote by ,9-(M) the function space on M either of C(M) or LP(M), 1 ;s;

P$- oo, if M is compact and either of C(M), Cb(M), the space of bounded conti-

nuous functions on M, LP(M), lgPrv-<-oo and LPt.,(M), 1$P=<-m oo ifMis not

compact. Here, M is considered to be a measure space with the measure m(,o),

the induced measure from the metric.



   We assume the manifold structure of M is given by {(U, hu)lhu:U-R"},

then we have

   Lemma 3. If we have

(12) Hhu(a) - hu(x)ll- O(p<a, x)),

for any a, xffM and UE{U}, whereais regarded to be fixed and x to be a

variable, then the sPace of .s-" (S"-i)-smooth junctions on M is dense in .9-(M).

   Proof. If f is a smooth function on R" with compact carrier, then the function

hu"f on M given by

            hu"f(x) == f(h.(x)), x E U,

            h.*f(x) = o, xe U,

is an .S-(S"-i)-smooth function on M by (12) and lemma 2. Hence we obtain the

lemma since M is paracompact.

   Corollarg. Under the same assumptions about M and p, for any locally finite

oPen covering {V"J of M, there exists a Partition of unity by .s)r4'(S'i-i)-smooth junc-

tions {ev(x)} smbordinated to {V} for any .s>nd4 (S'i-i).

   ttheorem 1. A ParacomPact toPological manijbld M always has a metric psuch

that the sPace of .9(S'i-`)-smooth ftenctions by p on M is dense in tsT(M) if Y"(M)

is either of C(M), Cb(M) or LPi..(M), 1:;{.P$ oo.

   Proof. We take the metric p of M constructed in [4]. Then, since

            O<ih.(,)llgnoi1< oo, 2Lf' and only if o<l,p< oo,

to set

            A={al aeM, a does not satistv (12)},

A is a discreet set of M. Hence for any a E A, there exists a neighborhood U(a)

of a such that U(a) nA={a}. For this U(a), we set

            C.(U(a)) == {fif is continuous on U(a) and fla) == o]-.

By definnition, we have

(13) C(U(a)) ==R({D C.(U(a)),

where R is the space of constant functions on U(a).

   We take a neighborhood system {X,(a)} of a in U(a) such tlaat

            V),(a) c Ixl,.i(a), A Z,(a) == {a},

                          eL
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and denote

            C.(U(a)) ={fl f is continuous on U(a) and fl X,(a)= O}.

Then by lemma 3, .Scr22 (S'i"')-smooth functions are dense in C.(U(a)) for any n.

Hence .pt(S"-i)-smooth functions are dense in C.(U(a)) because U.C.(U(a)) is dense

in C.(U(a)). But, since a constant function is .E`;T'4 (S'i-i)-smooth for any .Sr4 (S'i-i),

.S-(S'iHi)-smooth functions are dense in C(U(a)) by (13).

   Foe each a E A, we take a neighborhood V(a) such that V(a) c U(a) and set

            V(A) -- u V(a), U(A) = uU(a).
                  aEA aEA
Then we have

(14) V<Ak U(A).

By lemma 3, we know that Yr'-(S"-i)-smooth functions are dense in CM - V(A)),

and by 14, we can set

            f=A+h, car. AcM- V<A),

                         h==h., car. fe,.c U(a),
                             aEA

for any continuous function f of M. Hence .9-(S"-i)-smooth functions are dense

in Cb(M). Since Cb(M) is dense in LPi.,(M), 1;s{.P $; oo, we have the theorem.

   Note. If the tatal measure of M ay m(p), the induced measure of p, is finite,

then ,,g(S'i'i)-smooth functions are dense in LP(M), 1;S;Pgoo, although M is

not compact.

   5. We denote the space of .S)-ti (S'i"i)-smooth functions on M bY C,y-(sn-i)(M).

If M is not compact, then the subspace of C,E-<sn-i)(M) co,nsisted by bounded

,s-'(S"-i)-smooth functions on Mis denoted by C.,-s..i),b(M). We assume that

C Ls`iz (sn-i)(M) is dense in C(M).

   Lemma 4. C,,ptsn-i)(M) and C.g-(s.-i),b(M) are both rings with the unit.

   Rroof, If flt and fe are ,9-(S'i'i)-smooth at a, then we may set

            L･(x) = L<a) + gi(6.,.)p(a, x) + o(p(a, x)), i = 1, 2, x E U(a).

Hence we have

              A(x)h(x)

            = fi(a)fe(a) +{ fi(a)g2(E.,.,) + A(a)gi(s.,.,,)}p(a, x) + o(p(a, x)),

for x E U(a). Since A(a)g2(e.,.)+k(a)gi(c-.,.) belongs in (S.), .11h is .9M<S'i-i)-smooth
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at a. On the other hand, since we know dpl=:O, where 1 is the constant function

with the value 1, 1 is , Y' (S'i-i)-smooth for any .Y'(S"Hi). Therefore we obtain the

lemma.

   Definition. A closed oPerator X defined in C(M) zvith the range in C(M) is

called an , y-(S"-')-vector field of M if it satisfies the following (i), (ii) (iii).

(i). X is defined on C.sf<sn-i)(M).

(ii). ILf lf<x) - .f<a)1 == o(p(a, x)) at a, then (Xf)(a) is equal to O,

(iii). X(f,fl,) =- AX( L,) + fl,X(A).

   Lemma 5. if g == g(x) is an ,Y-(S'i'i)-1-vector field of M, then to set

            (Xf>(x) - <g(x), d,f(x)>, x {z M,

Xis an ,sJ4'(S'i-i)-vector -field of M Here <gft, g>, ts"'E*,.E;Z-(S..), qEii,YT(S.),

means the valzte of g at g.

   Proof. By the definition of dp, dp has the following properties.

(i). ul)C {L,} converges to f in C(M) and {d, L,} converges normally to some ,tt-(S'i-i)-

    1-cochain go, then f is .Yrl(S'i-i)-smooth and d,f== go.

(ii). (d,f)(a) == O if lf(x)-f(a)1 = o(p(a, x)) at a.

(iii). if fi and k are both ..Y-'(S'iHi)-smooth, then

            dp(fl fle) == Adph + kdRA･

   Hence we have the theorem.

   Note. A series of ,..s-(S"-i)-1-cochains pa.(x, y) is called convergses normally

to g(x, y) if the series of functions on M given by {1Ig.(x, y>- g(x,y)i1.} con-

verges uniformlly to O on any compact set of M. Here Hep(x, y)l1,, means the

norm of g(X), g(X)(Y) = g(X,Y), in ..'tt-(S.).

   By the definitiop of, .Y'-(S"-i)-vector fields, we have

   Lemina 6. UX is an Ls;Znt'-(S'i-i)-vector field of M, then X satisfies the follo-

zving (14) and <15).

(14) X,=O, where c is a constant function of M.

(15) <Xf,)(a) =- (Xf2)(a), if IA(x)-h(x)1 -7- o(,o(a, x)).

   Theorein 2. (f X is an ,.v"4 (S"-])-vector field of M, lhen there exists an

y-(S"Hi)-1-vector field ge(x) of M such that

(16) (Xf)(x)-<g"(x), d,f(x)>, xEM.

Such 6(x) is determined uniquely f)'om X if A, the set defined in the Proof of

theorem 1, is the emPty set.
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   Proof. We use same notations as in the proof of theorem 1 and first assume

x$A. Then the map

             dp,x : C, E-(sn-i)(M)- Y'(Sx),

given by (d,,.f)(y) = d,f(x, y), is onto. Then we define

      '(17) . <6(x), g> = (Xf )(x), d,, .f == g, gG .q(S"-i).

   By lemma2and (15), (17) is well defined and since d,,.. is onto, e(x) is an

elernent of,gT7'(S.) by closed graph theorem because X is a closed operator.

Since Xf is continuous for any fEC,gi.1(s.-i)(M), 6(x) is continuous in x, xE

M-A. Moreover, since M-A is dense in M and Xf is continuous on M, lim.x.-a

g(x.) = 6(a) exists as an element of d,,.(CLs/Kt s.-i)(M))" for any aEA. Hence (by

the theorem of Hahn-Banach), we may consider 6(a) to be an element of ,S7"(S.)

and g is continuous at a. Therefore we obtain the theorem.

   By lemma4 and theorem 2, there is a1 to 1 correspondence between the

set of .g(S"-i)-vector fields of M and the set of .y-(S"-i)-1-veptor fields of M.

Hence we identify them,

   Note 1. If X, Y are yfi-(S"-i)-vector fields of M such that their compositions

XY and YX are both deined, then [X, Y] == XY- YX also satisfies the conditions

(ii), (iii) of Yal(S"-i)-vector fields.

   Note. 2. Let X be a closed operator with the domain 9'(X)cC(M) and the

range is in C(M) such that

(i). pt' (X) is a dense subring of C(M) with the unit.

(ii). if A, .11i are in .9 (X), then X( ft fe) =:= AX( k) + kX( A).

Then we call X is a generalized vector field of M. If X also satisfies

(iii). (Xf)(a) ==O ilf lf(x)-fla)1 =o(p(x, a)),

for a (fixed) metric p of M, then we call X is a generalized vector field of M

with respect to p.

   Since X is closed, to define the topology of Y(X) by taking

            U(L V, W)-{gl gG9(X), .crE V, Xg Ei YV},

where V and XX are the neighborhoods of f and Xf in C(M), as the neighborhood

basis of fG (X), (X) is a complete space and to set

            3.(X) =- {fl fEi! Y(X), fla) =- Xf(a) -= o},

3.(X) is a colsed ideal of .9(X) by this topology. Hence setting

            ,.sJ-e .(X) -: ((X) n L(M ))13.( X), 4(M)- {f lf E C(M ), f(a) = O},



we can set

            Xf(a) = <g(a), dxfla)>, 6(a) ff .Xf.(X)",

where dxf(a) is the class of f-f(a) in -.(X).
    b
    If X is a generallzed vector field of M with･respect to p, then we have

            S.(X)D{fl fE. -(X), lf(x)I -o(p(a,x))}.

    6. For an .97`'(S"-')-vector field X given by Xf=<6, d,f> and t, O$t$.1,

we set

(18) Ux,,(f)(x)= <6(x), f(r.,,,t)>.

Here f<r.,bl,,) is regarded to be a function of N, y Ei S.. Since f is continuous,

f(r.,,,t) is continuous on S.. Hence Ux,,(f) is well defined for any X.

    By definition, Ux,t is defined on C(M) and a bounded !inear operator of

C(M) if M is compact. We also know that lim. t-t, Ux,,(f) converges normaliy to

Ux;to(f). Therefore, ifM is compact, then Ux,t is strongly continuous in t.

Moreover, we know

(19) lf'ved -l(Ux,t'Ux,o)f= XL ilf fffC.sa. sn-i)(M)･

    We note that
                         '
             Ux,of(x) = <6(x), 1>f(x),

where 1 is the constant function with the value 1 on S..

    (19) shows that there is a curve in L(C(M), C(M)), the spce of (bounded) linear

operators of C(M) (with the strong topology), such that whose tangent at its

starting point is X.

    For Uly,t, we set

                         t
             Tx,.,t = exP. (-(Ux,. - Ul)r,e)), t 2- O.
                       .a

Then {Tx,.,t}is a 1-parameter semi-group of C(M) with the generating operator

(1!a)(L(x,.- Ux,o). Hence if lim.a-oTx,.,t exists, then to set its Hmit by Tx,,,

Tx,t is a 1-parameter semi-group with the generating operator X. But this limit

does not exists in general, In fact, there exists an LS`hfi- (S"-t)-vector field which

does not generate any 1-parameter semi-group of C(M) or LP(M), 1$P Sl oo.

    Example. We assume taht M satisfies

(i). Hi(M,R) vanishes.
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(ii). M is compact.

   To define a C(S'i-i)-1-form g(x, y) on M by g(x, y) = 1, an (arbitrary) constant,

we get

            d,g = o,

Hence by (i), there exists a C(S"-i)-smooth function n on M such that

            (d,h)(x, y) = ep(x, y).

   Let X be the C(Sn-i)-vector field on M given by

            Xf(x) == <m(x), d,f(x)>, m(x) is the canonical measure on S..

Then we have for the above h,

            Xh = A, the constant junction with the value Z on A4.

For this h, we set k == exp.(h)=:II:].(h)"ilm!. Then we get

            Xfe -= 2le.

This shows R is a proper value of X in C(M)(or in LP(M), 1;s{P;:i{oo, because C(M)

is contained in LP(M) since M is compact), Since M is compact), C(M) is a Banach

space. Then by the theorem of Hille-Yosida ([17], [18]), X can not generate any

(equi-continuous) 1-Parameter semi-grbup of C(M) (or LP(M)), because 2 is arbitrary.

   In general, if an L2(S"-i)-vector field X is given by

            Xf = <6(x), d,f(x)>, 6(x) :,L O for any xGM,

and M is compact, then X does not generate any 1-parameter semi-group of C(M)

(or LP(M), l;sllP;:ill oo). In fact, in this case, we may set

            L2(s.) = (e(x))± e Rg(x),

and denote the projection to Rg(x) by Pg(A:). Then a cross-section f of the bundle

UxexR6(x) is considered to be a function f of M by setting

                               g(x)
            fla(x)-a, if f(x) :=: a Bg(.)" '

(We note that this also shows that a fuction of M always defines a crosssection of

UxexR6(x)). Then by the befinition of X, we have

            Xflx) =]I6(x)11(Pg(.)d,f)U(x).



We define Ped,f by (Ped,f)(x)=Pg(x)dv,,vf. Then Ped,C L2(S"'i) is dense in the

space of the cross-sections of Uxe iijIee(x), for any constant fuction 2 and e>O,

there exists an L2(S""i)-smooth function f12,, such that

            ] ]XLIZ,,, - Z1 ]< e.

This means R is at least continuous spectre of X, because M is compact. Hence

by the theorem of Hille-Yosida, we have the assertion.

   Note. The generating operator of a 1-parameter semi-grottp {Tt} is an

.S-(S"H')-vector field of M, if and only if {T,} satisfies

(20) Tt(.LL.fli)-(Tt]1)(Tt.Li) =O(t), if fi, fliECy,Ksn-i)(M)･

   7. In this nO, we give some definitions about X, an yf(S""i)-vector field on

M.
   Definition. X is called to be O at a, a cii M, if (Xf)(a)=O for all .s-(S"'i)-

smooth fttnctions.

   By definition, if X is given by Xf= <g(x), d,f(x)>, then X is O at a if and

only if e(a)=O as an element of ..s-"(S.). As usual, we set

            car.X={xlXis not O at x}.

   Definition. For X, we set

(21) CAR. (X) =:= ucar. 6(x), if (Xf)(x) =:: <e(x), d,f(x)>,
                    xtM

By definition, CAR. X is a (closed) subset of s(M) and we have

(22) z(CAR. X) = car. X.

   We note that if M is smooth and X is a usual vector field on M regarded to

be a C(S"-i)-vector field on M and does not vanish at any point of M, then CAR.

X is a cross-sectj.on of s(M) (cf. no9).

   Defiiei'tion. X is called to be Positive if X is gilven by Xf=<g"(x), d,,f(x))'>

and

            6(x) Z. O ,fbr any x E M.

   As usual, we call Xl. Y if X-- Y}.>.r O. Then since

            (sup. {X})f==<sztp.{e.(x)}, d,f(x)>,

              cv a
if r[X.]･ is upper (or lower) bounded, then suP. {X.} <or ini{X.}) exists to be an
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.S7(S'i-i)-vector field. Especially, we may define X' =: nzax. (X,O) and X-==(-X)'

for any .y"' (S'i-i)-vector field X and we have

(23) X=. X+-X:
    We note that if -YLf= <g(x), d,flx)>, then

            (X'f)(x) = <(6(x))', d,f(x)>, (X-f)(x) - <(q".(x))-, d,f(x)>,

where (6(x))' is max. (g(x), O) and (gE(x))- is (e(x))'.

   Note. Since the space of Lyr'(S'i-i)-vector field of M is a vector space, these

shows that this space has the structure of (complete) vec'tor lattice. Hence to fix

an Mf(S"'i)-vector field Y, Y17r=<if(x), d,f>, the Radon-Nykodim partition of

any ,g-(S'iJi)-vector field X, Xf= <g(x), dpf> with respect to Y is possible. It

corresponds to the RadoR-Nykodim partition of g(x) with respect to o(x).

   .Definition. if ,.s-(S"-i)-vector fields Xi and X2 are given bN (Xif)(x) =- <g",(x),

d,f(x)>, tl == 1, 2, and Yi]i [Xi, X2] is defined to be an .snyS"Hi)-vector field of

M, then zve denote

(24) op(x) == [e,(x), g,(x)].

Uere Y is g2]ve7i by (Yf)(x) = <c(x), d,f(x)>.

   We note that if x is fixed in (24), then (24) defines the bracket product for

some elements of ,.S)V4 '(S.). Or, in other word, .SZ-"(S.) contains(as a dense subset),

a Lie pseudoalgebra.

                    g3. Geftxeralized tamgemt of a curve.

   s. We denote the set of germs of ..r(S"'ti)-smooth functions of M at a,

a EM, by Cylsn-i), ,, .(M)･

    Lemma 7. Ilf' ..s-(S'i"i)-smooth ftenctions .1{L andLf 2 defines same germ inC
                                                               ..qS7i-1)
(M) and IA(x)-fi(a)1=o(p(x, a)), then lfe(x)-h(a)1 is also o(p(x, a)).

    By this lemma, we can say 1flx)-fla)1 is o(p(x,a)) although f is regarded to

be an element of C..s - (sn--i), ,, .(M)'

   Definit'ian. A linear maP ee .fixom C.gir(sn-i), ,, .(M) to R is called an .s;7<S't-i)-

vector of A4 ata if it satisfies the following (i), (i,i.), (iii). '

(i). ce(Ah) - A(a)ee( h) + h(a)ee( fl).

(ii). ee(f)[=O, if lf(x)-f(a)1 == o(p(a, x)).

(iii). ee(f) == (Xf)(a), where X is an ..9' (S"Hi)-vector ]rlield of U(a),

                         a .neighborhood of a.

   By (iii) and theorem 2, we have



    [theorem 2'. For any .9-(S'iemi)-vector ee'of M at a, there exists an element e

of ..9V"(Sa) szach that

            ee( f) - <e, d,, .f>,

and szach 8 is determined zaniqztely by ee. Conversely, if8E.g'(S.), then <e, d,,af>

is an yr(S'iHi)-vector ofMat a. ･ -
   Let r be a curve of M given by g:I.M such that

(25) g(O) :== a, g(t)4a if t>O.

(25)' p(a, g(t)) -:: O(t).

Then we set

                                     '
                             s(26) eep(f) -= ig-m,. -l;-[/,L",z6f -l-{f(p(t)) -f(a)} dt],

                             h

where f is an .g(S"-i)-smooth function at a.

   By (25) and (25)', we have

                             s
(26)' eep(f) ::= lg'

w,. -il;-[llir･ .n6I P("' t9(t))(d,,.f)(e., ,(t))dt].

                             h

   Lemma 8. lyC ee,(f) exists for all LxC-(S""`)-smooth functions at a, then eep is

an ,g(S"-i)-vector of M at a.

   Proof. By (26)', we only need to show (i). But, since we know

             (dp, a(A fli)) (ea, pa (t))

            = A(a)(dp, ah) (sa, op(t)) + k(a) (dp, aA) (ea, q(t)),

we have (i) by (26)'.

   Definition. if eep is defined on C.tf-(s.-,), ,, .(M), then r is called LS-(S't-i)-

smooth at a.

   By theorem 2' and lemma 8, If eep is defined on the space of Lg-(S"-i)-smooth

functions at a, then there exists an element 6=6(pa) of t9-"(Sa) such that

            cep(f) == <8(9), dp,a(f)>.

   We note that since C"(Sa) contains LP(Sa) for all P, we may consider e to be

a Radon-measure on S..

   Definition. 6(g) is called the generali2ed tangent of r at a.

   Note. If M is snLooth, real analytic or real algebraic, then to take Cco(S.),

Cw(S.) or Caig･(Sa) as Ls"hff-(Sa), we may define the generalized tangent for wider

class of curves. Here Caig-(S"-i), the model of Caig･(S.), is given by
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            Caig･ (S"-i) = R[xi, ･･････, x.]1(xi2 +-･-･･･+ x.2 - 1),

which is dense in C(S"-i) or in LP(S"-i) (cf. [5], [11]).

   9. In this no, we give some examples of the generalized tangent.

   Example 1. We assumeris smooth at a, that is

            lim. ea,op(t) := Y, YE Sa,
            ･t-o

            lt,'{z16 P(a' top(t))= c, c is a (Positive) real number,

both exists and f is C(S"-i)-smooth at a, then we have by the mean value theorem

              s                (a, p(t))             s,                      (dp, af) (Ea, g(t))dt

              h
            .. P(a, 9(Se)i(d,,.f) (e.,,(,,)) (s - h), h < So < S･

                 so

Hence we have

            eep(f) = c(dp,af)(y).

Therefore, denoting the Dirac measure of Sa concentrated at y by 6., we get

(27) eep(f)=<C6y, dp,af>.

We note that if f is smooth at a, then eeg(f) coincide to the usual definition of

the (one-sided) derivation of f along r.

   Note. IfMis smooth andXisa usual vectgr field of M which does not

vanish at any point of M, then at any point a of M, X has a smooth integral

curve ra given by p.: I-M, g.(O)=a, and

            (X)lf) (a) = eega(f)-

Hence we have by (27)

            (Xf)(a) = <c(a)6y(a), dp,af>.

Hence we have

(28) CAR.X:- Uy(a).
                    asM

Since y(a) depends continuously on a, CAR. X is a (continuous) cross-section of s(M).

   In the following two examples, we need the following



    Lenvnes 9. IIC g(t) is a continuozts Periodic yrletnction on Ri zvith the Period T,

then

(2g) k'i-u, sl℃-g-,(l)dt-;.TI,Tg(t)dt.

   Proof. We define a periodic function e[a,b]t), O!.Za<b;!l T, with the period

T by

            e[a,b](t) ==: 1, t cff [a +nT, b+nT], for some integer n,

                  ==O, otherwise.

Then for O ;Sla' Slla <bbtl-b' a.<-T, tO Set

            v,a,i,b.i, b･ == b " a (t - (mT + a)) + mT + a', mT ;sl vSi, b.,,b, :.!g(m + 1)T,

we have

            e [a,b](VY,;,b.t,b,) ::= e[a', b'](t), MT $Lvff,i,b.,, b, $(m-F 1)T.

Hence we get

             oo oo            I., . e["iS](t) dt == b9 -" .", 1'., . e[a'i,b'](t) dt.

Then, since we 1<now

            iim. ,iooue![,a'}s'](t) ,, ,= ,iOO fg,

            at.Os s            bi-T

                                       'we obtain

            gzL/f?6B sl[li e[a}b,](t> dt= Ib -T al .

Then, since g(t) is bounded and (uniformly) continuous, we have

                   CQ   ' i,'irm., sS -g-iS-)-dt

                    s

                              oo         ' = i,Zr' .M..' iY..iM,-･.,,--, pu, sS,g(a,)e-[a-i-i-ia;i6,±Lr]rQ/)dt]

                                 oo            =ia(･k'IZ:1 .,:.-, pu. g(ai),[.(.e'ge･ si, [eai･aisi(t)]dt]

                               '
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             =ESe'･t,ll..L.,i-,, IIII.I]l g((ai) l"i+iT- aiI

             ---S. (Tg(t)dt.

                 'o

Here, O==ao <ai <td`･･･<a,. <a..i=T is a partition of [O, T].

   Example 2. Let M be R2 with the euclidean metric, a the origin O( == (O, O))

of R2 and r is given by q: I-R2, where g is given by

            g(t) == (t cos (1-), t sifi (-1-)), t > o,

            9(O) == O.

Hence, if we use the polar coordinate (r, 0) of R2, r=,v/x2+y2 and 0L-tan-i(ylx),

then r is given by

            rO = 1, r> O.

Then, if Si = {(x, y)lx2 + y2 = 1} is parametrized by 0 and g is continuous on Si,

we gee

                         s              i,rm-d -i, [i/M.d j P(O't9(t)) g(eo,,t) dt]

                         h
             :- igm-,ti -l [lj-mpti Si g(-}-)dt] == li,fnr,.,y,[:g$) dv,

Hence by lemma 9, we have

                        2n(3o) ee,(f) :- l}.I (d,,ef)(e)dO.

         'o
Or, in other word, the generalized tangent of the curve rO ==1 at O is the stan-

dard measure of Si.

   Exainple 3. We take M and p same as above and take g to be

            op(t) :=: (t, tsin(-}-)), t>O, p(O) :=-i- O, the origin of R2･.

By befinition, we have

             P(O'top(t)) :=V i +sin2(-l;-), eo, ep(t) == tan-'(sin (-l-)),

Hence we have by lemma 9,



               il{z,zd -l; [ig{z,zd li P(O't9'(i))g(E,,,,,)) dt]

                 2rt             ==;i}l xV'1 -} sin2 v"g(tanHi(sin(v)))dv

                 o

                 re             =iSIt-n,mg(0) cos2ovicosz2o) do･

Therefore, the generalized tangent of the curve xsin(11x) at the origin is the

measure on Si concentrated on -(z!4)S.0:il!n14 with the weight (11z)(1!cos2e

xVcos (20)).

    Note. If r is given by (-t, tsin(11t)), t>O, then the generalized tangent of

r at the origin is similar as above but has carrier on 37cf4 ;S0s{5T14.

    10. Lemma 10. The generalized tangent of a curve at a is a Positive measure

on S..

    Proof. If e is the generalized tangent of p: I.M, then we have

                                  s             f g(y)dg :- ig't,,. -ll-[bymn,df P(a't9(t))g(e.,,(t))dt].

              Sa                                  h
Hence if g;llO on S., then fs. g(y)dg ;i.) O. Therefore 6 is a positive measure.

    Lemma 11. If the parameter of r is changed to ct instead of t, c is a com-

stant, then the generalized tangent g of r at a is changed to c8. In general, if

the parameter of r is changed to a(t) and

             lim a(t) ..,c

             t-d t ,

then the generalized tangent e of r at a changes to ce.

    By this lemma, we may assume the generalized tangent 6 of r at a satisifes

(31) g(S.)-1.

    Theorein 3. Ue ?Is a Positive measure on S., then there exists a curve of M

starts from a such that whose generalized tangent at a is e.

   Proof. Since the proof for n=1 is similar, we assume n>2.

   First we note that the problem is local, we rnay assume M=R'i with the

euclidean metric and a is the origin O( == (O, ･･･-･･, O)) of R'i. Hence S. is the unit

(n-1)-sphere S'i-i.

   We take a positive measure g of S"-i such that 6(S"-i) == 1, By lemma 11,

this is not restrictive

   We choose a countable dense subset {yp} of S'i"i such that
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(32) Yp4±Y,, ifP#q.
For this {yp}, we divide S'i-i by Borel sets {Epg} as follows:

(33) Sn-1 = uEpq, Ep ,g n Ep.q = ¢, if pr # pt', yp e Egp.
                 psq

(33)t lim dia. (Epq)=O. ･
            q-oo

Here dia. (Epq) means the diameter of Epq. Hence, if g(y) is a continuous function

of S"-i, then

(34) ls.n, g(Y)de = lgM+.th ,=..,g(yp)6Epq)･

   On the other hand, for the above {Epq} and g, we take a series of (positive)

real numbers {t,,p}, P:-Sq, as follows:

(35) tq,p>t,,p+i, ifP+1;:llq, tq,q>tq+i,i,

(35)' liM. t,,p=O,
            q-,oo

(35)" iil, 2, ,, ps. ,-ll- l (tq･ p- tg･ p+ i) - g( Epq) I :iii; lil)J, s > O･

This is possible because g(S"m')=1 and=p =,;t,,p$,(11S)Vg,p un tg,p+ii :== 1 " (S -

tao,po)!s is sufficiently near to 1. Here, ta,,p, is the largest t,,p which is smaller

than s.

   Using this {t,,p}, we set

            ep'(ta,p) =:: tg,pYp,

            Zif(t) = t,,ptqliPIZ,lp,, Ze'(tq, p+i) + t,lp--tqt',?;IL,-T(tg,p),

            if t,,p> t > tg, P+i,

            ep'(`) == t,,tg'g:iil,l,,,ep'(`g+i, i) + ,g, ,-mtq,"un,':'l;'7ZP"(t,,,),

            if tq, q > t > tq÷1, 1,

            w'(o) = o.

Then since llypi1=1, we have the definition of epi(t) and (32),

(36)t, lIZY'(t)iIS-ltl,

(36)t eei"(t) )E O, iLlt't4 O.

We also note that by the definition of W" (t), ep'(t) is contlnuous for all t, O:$lt;;l;1.



    By (36)', to define g(t) by

                   w'(t)
(37) gD(t) == 1lzt,,.(t)1lt, t>O, LP'(O) -] O,

q(t) is also continuous in t and satifises similar conditions as (36)' and.

(36) llgo(t)1]-t.

    By (36) and the mean value theorem, if {yp} satisfies

(32)' lt'm. 11yp.i-papll=:= O,
             P-oo

then we have for this g(t),

               tg,p i]g(t)1I              ftq, P+1 t                          - g(eo, p(t))dt

            = g(Yh)(tq,p un tq,p+1) + O(1tq,p - tq,p+").

Henee we have

                        s(38) ik'zz.g,6 -il-[tyve-.d l Y gO(tt )Y g(so, ,(t))dt]

                        h

            == lg'-lz.{i･ mli- il}I] g (yp)(,,li,], ps, (tq, p - tg, p+i)) -

   On the other hand, by (35)'', we obtain

                                  1              l pti ,,=, p$,g (Yp)8(Epg) - g l21ii] g (Yp)(,,,?l,Ilp$, (tg･ p nd tgt p+i)) l

            $.¥ 2Sp =: s.

Then, by (34) and (38), we get

              Ssn-i g(pa)de

                        s            =il{z,ed -l [/r=lz,ci･ I ii9(it )]ig(Eo,,(,))dt],

                        h

for this q(t). Therefore the curve r given by g: I-M, has the generalized tan-

gent at the origin and it is equal to 6. Hence we have the theorem.

   Note. Since C"(S"-') contains LP(S""i), a positive linear fuctional of LP(S"-i)

always expressed as the generalized tangent of some curve.
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   Example 1. If 6 is the Dirac measure of S"-i concentrated at yi, ),iES"-i,

then {t,,p} is given by

                   11                                        11            tg,i= 2q , tq,p= 2q -(1- 2p-i) sq , 2=<==P--< q･

   Examp}e 2. If 6 is the standard measure of S'i-i, then we take Epg to satisfy

,e(Epq) == 1/q, Then we can take {t,,p} to be

            tq･p= -q l i+ q;ii Prm ( q(q i+is')'

   We note that although the curve g(t) = yit has the generalized tangent o"yi,

it is not given by the above method.

   11. We denote by H'(I) the gronp of orientation preservinghoi[neomorphisms

of T ==[O, 1]. The subgroup of H'(I) consisted by those homeomorphisms that are

the identity map on [O, E] for some e>O, is denoted by H,(I). Then we set

            H,,+(f) - H+(i)!4(T).

H*"(f) is the group of germs of the (orientation preserving) homeomorphisms of

I (cf. [2]),

   If cr E H'(g), then by the theorem of Radon-Nykodim, there existsa(positive)

measurable function m. on I which does not vanish almost everyv"rhere on I, such

that

             b cv(b)(39) I. t`(`v(t))dt := l.(.)pt(u)ma(")du',

where pt(t) is an (arbitrary) measurable function on I. We note that this m.(t) also

satisfies

             1(40) f m.(t)dt =- i,

             e

    Conversely, if m(t) is a positive measurable function on I such that to satisfy

(40) and does not vanish almost everywhere on L then "m<u)dzt is an element of

H'(I). Moreover, we know that

(i). if cvi, (v2 Ei HF(I) and cvi(a2) 'is the comPosition of {ti and cv2 'in H'(I), then

(41) 1･nai(at2) := av2*(mcr,)tncr,, ev*m(t) ･means 7n(cv(t)).

(ii). ev belongs in fl, (I) if and only i.f m,,(t) ='!:'li '1, O.<...t<c-, for some c- >O.

    Hence to denote the set of all positive measurable functions on f which do



not vanish almost everywhere on I and satisfy (40) by v.d' '(I) and to define a

multiplication mi*m2 for mi,m2E...or'G) by

                                     t(42) mi*m2 = cr2"(mi)m2, a2(t) =l m2(u)du,

                                     e

..a'(I) is isomorphic to H'(J) and to set

            .･d ,(J) = {ml m(ii ..-d '(I), m(t) == 1, O ;;$l t < e, for some e> O},

we have

(43) .xd*(I) :! H*'(l), -'d*(I) == '(I)/v'de(I).

   For g: 1-M, and a Ei! H'(I), we set

            CV"(9)(t) -= op(ev(t)).

Then the image of g and cr'(op) is same. Moreover, we know if a ci 4(I), then p

has the generalized tangent at its starting point if and only if a*(g) has the gen-

eralized tangent at its starting point and we have by lemma 10,

(44) eeq(f) == eecr*@(f).

   By (44), we have

(44)' eecr.(p) == ceBi(pa), if a ii! P MOd. H,(I).

   By (43), (44)' and theorem 3, we can define an operation of the element m

of ..or*(J) to ..9 ",(S"-i), the set of positive linear functionals of 9 (S"-') by

(45) <7n(g), g> =- ee.@(f),

where, assuming the starting point of g is a, d,,.f=: g, eep(f)=<g", g> and the

class of m in ...a*(I) is m. Then, since the change of parameter of rcorresponds

to the operation of b.d*(I), we xnay consider the generalized tangent of r to be

an element of .st)"'-4 *,(S"-i)lv,a,(j).
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